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Digital | User friendly | Robust
Unbeatable for group 2 users

**Group 1**
- Hard of hearing
- No other impairment

**Group 2**
- Hard of hearing
- Low vision
- Limited dexterity
- Tremors
Listening situations

- One-to-one conversations
- Listening to the TV or radio
- Family dinner, restaurant / café
- Theater, church, concert hall etc.
- Shop / pharmacy or doctor
- In the car
Hear **even** in busy surroundings

Listen at the volume of your choice without others having to raise their voices.

Maxi will amplify speech and remove disturbing background noise.
Enjoy radio and TV in full **stereo**

Connect Maxi to the TV or radio and enjoy great sound in stereo while sparing your family’s ears.

Press the **push-to-listen** button when you want to talk to the person next to you.
Get more out of the show

Many theaters, concert halls, and churches are fitted with hearing loop systems that Mino picks up with its built-in Telecoil.
Never any confusion

When the advisor’s voice blends in with the background it is easy to miss important information.

Place Maxi on the counter to hear the advisor loud and clear, without her having to raise the voice.
Hear above the traffic noise

A car is one of the hardest sound environments to conduct a conversation in. Besides the traffic noise, the passengers are normally facing away from you.

Attach a lapel microphone to your travel companion’s sleeve.
Easy to use
Up and running in minutes

- No complicated menus to learn
- Just connect the head phones or neck loop and adjust the volume to your liking
- One button - one function
Great ergonomics
High quality and robust

- Very robust form factor
- Large tactile buttons
  Unique soft grip casing
  High contrast indicators
  Lockable buttons
- A great choice for those with low vision or limited dexterity
Clear and distinct sound
Listen without effort

- Digital signal processing
- 10 band noise cancellation
- 10 band dynamic compression
- Adaptive feedback cancellation
- Sound with natural colour
Using Maxi with hearing aids

1. On the table
   Mino captures the sound, filters out background noise and clarifies speech.

2. Around the neck
   The neck loop transmits the speech wirelessly to the hearing aid or cochlear implant.

3. In the ear
   The hearing aid or cochlear implant refines the sound further before it reaches the ear.
Connections

- TV
- Radio/MP3
- Computer
- Hearing aids
- Headphones/Stetoclip
- Earphones
Buttons & controls

- On/Off
- Line in
- Line out
- Telecoil selector
- Microphone
- Battery indicator
- Volume
- Tone
- Volume/Tone indicator
- Push-to-listen
Advanced settings menu

- **Balance control**: Compensates for example for hearing loss in one ear.
- **Basic attenuation**: Trim the attenuation to a specific hearing accessory.
- **Disable Telecoil**: Makes it easier for the end users to handle Maxi.
- **Tone control blocking**: Makes it easier for the end user to handle Maxi.
- **Tone control preset**: Select preset tone. Used with Tone control blocking.
Accessories

- Tie clip microphone
- Cable kit 5m, 16"
- Neck loop
- Travel case
- Head phones
- Ear phones
- Stetoclip
Powerful Neck loop

- High output power
- Fabric tube for good comfort
- Safety break-away neck strap
- New pliable cable material
- Tie-clip for optimum positioning
- Soft spray-coated housing
Durable travel case
Addressing real life needs (recap)

**Digital signal processing**
- Noise free, natural sounding speech

**Robust and ergonomic**
- Large buttons, soft grip, high contrast indicators

**Intuitive to use**
- No complicated menus to learn
Addressing real life needs (cont.)

**Built-in Telecoil**
→ For venues fitted with a loop system

**Flexible**
→ Connects to the TV, radio, stereo system etc.

**Quality of Sweden**
→ Comes with a two year worldwide warranty